Canadia Bank Webflow
Training Resources
Firstly, thank you so much for choosing Mäd as your design and development partner for the new Canadia Bank website design and development. It has been a
pleasure to work on this project so far and support the long term digital transformation strategy of Canadia Bank.
In this ‘mini guide’ I have collected a selection of resources to support the
Canadia Bank team with the training and full handover.

The Webflow platform
Webflow is the platform we have used to develop, host and power the content
management for the new website. The two most important terminology to remember are the front-end editor and collections and these are all available in the editor view of the Canadia Bank website.
For a detailed resource list of the entire editor, you can reference the following
videos on the Webflow university page.
For a nice overview of the most important functions of the editor, please take a
look at this video.
In the following sections, I will provide a quick overview of the most important
areas of the editor and link one or two key resources. At the end of this document, I
will provide the full-list of all resources that I’ve used for easy access.
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Front end editor
The front-end editor allows you to simply navigate to page via the pagetab at the
bottom, then hover over any text, images, buttons, links etc. and change these.
Much like a word processor. The only difference are that you will see things exactly
as they will appear on the actual website and have the ability to change where buttons and links are going to.
For a comprehensive overview of the front-end editor, please take a look at this
video.
To edit logos and icons, just hover over them and click on the image tooltip to
replace the image with one on your local computer.

To create text hyperlinks, simple select a word or line of text in any text area and
use the tooltip to create a link.
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Links
This is the same for updating links. Look for the tooltip and you can update it.
Please see the screenshot for an example.
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Collections
The collections are like databases. We can use collections to organize team members, blogs, and various types of content (in this case Careers, News, Forex Rates,
Branches etc.).
The collections tab in the editor allows us access our different collections and
the content within each collection (i.e individual jobs, personal and business banking products, terms and conditions, privacy policy, news articles etc.) can be
added, changed, deleted or archived here.
For a guided tour of collections, you can reference this video.
Even for each product such as personal and corporate accounts, you have a
collection for those too. Please see the image below.
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Most collection items such as products, news, careers etc. have a rich text editor in
the ‘details’ field. Within this filed you can add images, videos and more.
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Pages
The final area of the editor to keep in mind is the pages tab. Here we can easily
navigate between pages and also change the settings of each page of the website
(i.e Homepage, About Page etc.).
The most important part of the pages tab is the page settings view. This can be
accessed by 1) hovering over each page 2) clicking on the settings button that appears
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Within the page settings we can access our SEO (search engine optimization) settings. This allows us to set and preview how each page appears on search engines
and social media when shared.
For a guided tour of the pages view, please reference this help article.

Open Graph Data
Open graph data is what social media pages like Facebook and Instagram use to
‘pull’ certain data from each page to display a preview. To edit or change this, you
can do this via the page settings panel as mentioned in the previous section.
An important part of setting open graph data is to setting a preview image. To
do that, simply add a hosted image via the image URL field.
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A few useful resources to use for previewing the data and making sure the data is
‘scraped’ correctly before publishing links are:
- Facebook sharing debugger
- LinkedIn post inspector
So a suggested process for sharing various pages would be.
1. Check open graph data in the Webflow page settings
2. Publish any changes that have been made
3. Copy the link of the page you would like to share
4. Paste into both the Facebook and LinkedIn debugger tool
5. When all data is picked up (headings, summary, image etc.) share to social media.
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Resource list
To wrap up this mini-guide, I’ve gathered a selection of helpful articles and websites that you can always reference. This list goes into more detailed instructions on
how to perform specific tasks within the editor view of the website.
- Webflow university
- Editor guide
- Collections guide
- Pages guide
- Clients guide to the editor course
- Clients guide to the editor website guide
- Social media and website workshop hosted by Mäd

Royalty free images
The following websites allow you to find and download royalty free images for any
use. Just please note that large image files will impact the websites performance,
so its best practice to optimize images before uploading to the website.
- Unsplash
- Stocksnap
- Pixabay
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Ending note
So in summary, this article and the attached material provides a comprehensive
overview of the Webflow editor and can be easily shared with the Canadia Bank
team and new employees.
Again, thanks for choosing Mäd as your partner for this project and don’t hesitate to get in touch if you have any further questions.
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